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The Look You’ve Been
Longing For
Maybe you’ve drawn it. Maybe you’ve dreamed it.
Or maybe you’re still searching. For all who seek,

A collection of window and door treatments,
designed to delight and inspire.

inspiration awaits at Graber. Our collections traverse
relaxed and romantic to tailored and modern. Paired
with uncompromising craftsmanship, you’ll discover

Graber Visualizer

a look all your own—and unmistakably Graber.

Take the guesswork out of choosing window
treatments. Simply upload a photo of your windows and
the visualizer shows you treatments in your exact room.
Or use a room scene from our portfolio, then change
options, compare products, and more!

Are you looking to solve certain issues with your window
treatment purchase? The icons below will help identify
which Graber window treatment solutions are right for you.

Energy Efficiency
Insulation against the heat and cold.

Product Advisor

Wide Window
Available in greater widths, some up to 192".

Selecting window treatments can be a bit
overwhelming. Don’t worry, the Graber Product
Advisor has it covered. This tool asks you a few simple
questions and shows you ideal solutions.

Motorized Control
Simple, intuitive remote control for grouped or
individual shades.

Heat/Humidity

Sliding Panels

Motorization

Sheer vertical blinds combine the flowing appearance

Vertical and
Horizontal Blinds

A sleek, architectural profile that truly performs on large

Graber motorized shades are powerful, whisper quiet,

from renewable resources, including bamboo, jute,

of drapery and the practicality of easy privacy and light

Experience the practical elegance of Graber Vertical

windows, patio doors, and more, Graber Panel Accents™

and easy to use. Whether you’re looking to control

and grasses. These rustic materials are also featured

control. When rotated open, vinyl vanes draped in

and Horizontal Blinds. Our vertical selections for patio

Sliding Panels are a tailored alternative to vertical blinds,

one hard-to-reach blind or a home full of shades, we

Note: You may see multiple Graber window treatment products

in sliding panels and woven natural drapes. To help

sheer fabric let in softly diffused light.

doors and large windows come in fabric, sheer, or

providing precise light control and privacy.

have the motorized solution for you. Offering supreme

in one photo. The icons only refer to the characteristics of the

control light filtration, increase privacy, and boost energy

convenience, our solutions include rechargeable

featured window treatment solution. Also, only select fabrics

vinyl vanes. Graber Horizontal Blinds in décor-quality

savings, you may add a liner to your natural shade.

vinyl and aluminum are virtually maintenance-free.

motors, remotes that operate several shades at once,

Withstands moisture and extreme climates.

Natural Shades

Sheer Vertical Blinds

Child/Pet Safety

Graber Tradewinds® Natural Shades are constructed

Enhanced safety with features such as
motorized lift, cordless lift, or wand control.

withstand humidity—see your dealer for details.

smart home app integration, and more.

Swatchbook
Save photos and swatches to your personal swatchbook,
then download to share with your friends and Graber
Window Treatment Expert. Also, free fabric swatches are
available to help you find the perfect color and style.
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Transform
Your View

Cellular and Pleated Shades

Solar and Roller Shades

Sheer Shades

Layered Shades

Wood Blinds
From rustic to polished, customize Graber Traditions®

Composite and
Faux Wood Blinds

Wood and
Composite Shutters

Graber Cellular Shades are the ideal blend of form and

Take control over how much light comes into your

Featuring fabric vanes draped between two layers

Graber Mezzanine Layered Shades offer a modern

Graber Artisan Drapery is created with elegant

function. Offering unsurpassed energy savings

home with Graber Lightweaves® Solar and Roller

of sheer fabric, Graber Overture Sheer Shades

year-round, honeycomb-shaped cells create a beautiful

Shades. Solar shades, available in a variety of

block harmful UV rays while gently filtering light for

take on light control with alternating sheer and opaque

Wood Blinds to your style with a variety of paints and

Graber Traditions Composite and Lake Forest® Faux

Graber Traditions Wood Shutters add warmth and

details—double-turned hems, sewn-in liners, and

fabrics. When open, the layers align to gently filter

stains. Crafted from 100% North American hardwood

Wood Blinds combine the extraordinary look of wood

character to your living space. Made from 100%

bottom weights to ensure that your drapes hang

barrier to keep your room comfortable in any season.

openness levels, protect against glare and UV rays

an airy, luxurious look. Their elegant woven fabrics

light through the sheer material. The elegant woven

and finished to showcase the wood’s natural

with enhanced durability, making them a sensible

North American hardwood, our wood shutters can be

beautifully. Graber Artisan Roman Shades add volume

Choose from gorgeous colors and textures. Graber

while maintaining the outside vista. Roller shades

are never glued and always crafted with care. And

fabric blocks harmful UV rays, and our coordinating

beauty, these blinds create depth and warmth that

addition to high-humidity areas such as kitchens,

customized with a wide assortment of paints, stains,

and soft folds of exquisite fabrics. Cornices and

Pleated Shades feature the most up-to-date textiles

come in a multitude of hues and patterns in sheer,

our coordinating fabric-wrapped cassette valance

fabric-wrapped cassette valance provides a complete,

complements all décors.

bathrooms, or laundry rooms. Composite and faux

options, and upgrades. When designing kitchens and

valances are also available.

folded into crisp pleats for modern window treatments

light-filtering, room-darkening, or blackout opacities.

provides a finished look.

polished look.

wood selections give you the look of wood, for less.

bathrooms, choose Graber Composite Shutters—

that filter light and protect your privacy.

they’re engineered to withstand humid conditions.
*
*Humidity control applies to composite shutters only.

Artisan Drapery and Shades

